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ABSTRACT

Supply chain management became a major component of competitive strategy to enhance organizational productivity and profitability. It is stated that supply chain performance measurement is an important step in developing supply chain. Performance measurement has a substantial role to play in setting objectives, evaluating performance, and determining future courses of actions. The order fulfillment process specifies the particular steps regarding the flow of the customer orders through supply chain and how customer orders are: generated, entered, processed, manufactured, documented, picked, delivered and also how post-delivery is handled, so it is considered the main process to integrate and manage supply chain. The purpose of this study is to evaluate the performance of the order fulfillment process through a developed measurement framework. A review of the current concepts of supply chain management and the related literature to supply chain performance measurement is performed. The measurement framework is divided into two categories of measures that evaluate the performance of order fulfillment activities and the accuracy of the delivered orders respectively. A survey is conducted through a questionnaire to give a weight for the measures of each category. Objectives Matrix tool is applied to each category to obtain an overall performance index for each category. A case study is made at a leading textile company in Egypt. The results are two performance indices for order fulfillment; the first one indicates the order fulfillment activity's performance and the other indicates the delivered order's accuracy as the main intent of the order fulfillment process.
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1. Introduction

Supply Chain Management (SCM) is an effective business philosophy that has gained a tremendous amount of attention from academics, consultants, practitioners and business managers in the recent years in order to help enterprises to survive with continuous pressures and achieve the strategic goals [1].

Over the last decade of SCM evolution, a wide steady stream of research papers dealing with Supply Chain (SC) performance measurement has been published. As an essential management tool and the way to reach success, performance measurement enables supply chain to strategically manage and continuously control achieving objectives. It provides the necessary assistance for performance improvement in pursuit of supply chain excellence.

SCM represents a state-of-the-art management tool used to enhance overall customer satisfaction that is intended to improve competitiveness and profitability [2].

It addresses such modern business issues of long-term strategic alliance and supplier-buyer partnership, cross-organizational logistics management, joint planning and control of inventory, and information sharing (Beamon et al., 1998 [3], Chandra et al., 2000 [4]).

Cooper et al. (1997) [5] describe the conceptual framework of SCM, which consists of two major and closely related elements: business processes and the structure of the supply chain as shown in “Figure 1”.

To achieve an efficient supply chain, performance evaluation of the entire supply chain is extremely important. Consequently, to design SC performance measurement models, considering the supply chain as a whole is really useful. The process of order fulfillment is what stimulates all the supply chain processes into action and involves many aspects of a company, from sales and marketing to order entry, transportation and finance. However, the core of the process involves the activities that take place in production and warehousing facilities: receiving and staging materials, planning and scheduling the order, producing the order, picking, packing and moving products into distribution and releasing the shipment (Pochampally et al., 2009) [6]. Companies simply cannot expect to delight customers unless those processes are efficient and coordinated. It is also the process where the customer interacts directly with the firm and as such has been highlighted as a key process for integrated performance measurement.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The next section describes a literature study of the available frameworks and points of view of the development of the supply chain performance measurement in the manufacturing industries. Section 3 describes the proposed performance measurement framework for order fulfillment process. Section 4 presents a case study on the proposed measurement framework. Section 5 shows the results and section 6 concludes the paper.
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2. Literature Review

The various literatures related to supply chain performance measurement frameworks are described in this section.

Beamon and Benita (1999) [7] identifies a performance framework for SCM, in which there are three groups of performance measures: resource measures, output measures and flexibility measures. The goal of the resource measures is a high level of efficiency and resource minimization and the purpose of the resource measures is the efficient resource management that is critical to profitability. The goal of output measure category is a high level of customer service. Flexibility goal is the ability to respond to the changing environment and purpose is that in an uncertain environment, supply chains must be able to respond to challenges that arise due to changes. Flexibility is categorized into four categories: volume flexibility, delivery flexibility, mix flexibility and new product flexibility [8].

Otto et al. (2003) [9] develop six perspectives for measuring the SCM capability which are system dynamics, operational research, logistics, marketing, organization and strategy. The idea of system dynamics is to manage trade-offs along the SC. The aim of operational research and information technology is to find optimal solutions with the given degrees of freedom. The logistic perspective target is to integrate generic processes sequentially, vertically and horizontally. Marketing approach is to segment customers and connect them with the right channel. Organization approach is to manage SC relations with measures of transaction costs, time to network, flexibility and density of relationships. The aim of the strategy perspective is to connect competencies and the ability to make profit [10].

Ghalayini et al. (1996) [11] state that the time performance measurement approach is a new strategic performance measure that should be used to promote improvement. In order to improve time performance, all operational performance measures should be measured, controlled and improved.

Toni et al. (2001) [12] indicate several measures of internal and external time performance. Internal times can be divided into run and set-up times on one hand and wait and move times on the other. Externally-perceived time performances can be divided into three parts: system times (including supplying, manufacturing and distribution lead times), delivery speed and delivery reliability (both from suppliers and to customers) and time to-market (or time required to develop a new product). These time measures presented are called time performance.

Chan et al. (2003a [13], 2003b [14]) show that SCM should be measured beyond the organizational boundaries rather than focusing locally. SCM can be categorized into six general processes which are linked together: supplying, inbound logistics, manufacturing, outbound logistics, marketing and sales and end customer processes. The processes of the main phases can be decomposed into subprocesses and activities, next assigning to each of them metrics related to cost, time, capability and outcome. “The performance of each process is the aggregated results of the performance of all its lower-hierarchy activities and sub-processes” (Chan et al. 2003a) [13]. Hence, by assessing activities in the lower hierarchies, one can gain an understanding of how they affect the top-level core processes.

Gunasekaran et al. (2004) [15] show that SCM performance measures divided into financial and non-financial measures. Top management needs the financial measures for management level decisions, but lower management and workers need the operational measures for daily business [8].

Shepherd and Hannes (2011) [16] distribute SC performance metrics to five SC processes which are plan, source, make, deliver and return. These metrics measure cost, time, quality, flexibility and innovativeness. Also, these metrics may be quantitative or qualitative.

Chan (2003) [17] presents an SCM performance measurement approach which consists of qualitative and quantitative measures. Quantitative measures are cost and resource utilization and qualitative measures are quality, flexibility, visibility, trust and innovativeness.

In 1996, Supply-Chain Council introduced the supply chain operations reference (SCOR) model, which is a global organization of firms interested in SCM. The SCOR model is a business process reference model and it provides a framework that includes SC business processes, metrics, best practices, and technology features. The SCOR model advocates hundreds of performance metrics used in conjunction with five performance attributes presented by Supply Chain Council: SC reliability, SC responsiveness, SC flexibility, SC costs and SC asset management (Theeranuphattana and Tang, 2008 [18], Najmi et al., 2013)[10]).

Kaplan and Norton (1992) [19] submit Balanced Scorecard BSC model to evaluate corporate performance in four types of perspectives: the financial, the internal business process, the customer as well as learning and growth. Financial perspective
is the shareholders’ view and customer perspective is a value-adding view. Internal perspective aims to promote efficiency and effectiveness in the business processes. This approach is also learning and growth perspective in future viewings. (Sillanpaa and Kess, 2011 [8], Kaplan and Norton, 2000 [20], Kaplan and Norton, 1996 [21], Neely et al., 2005 [22])

Bhagwat and Sharma (2007) [23] introduce a BSC approach: financial metrics, customer perspective, an internal business perspective as well as innovation and learning perspective. Financial performance measures the company’s financial result. Evaluating customer perspective approach is to find out how customers see the business. Internal business perspective measures business processes that have the greatest impact on customer’s satisfaction factors. Innovation and learning perspectives can win efficiency to firm’s operative business in the future.

Although order fulfillment is regarded the main process to integrate and manage supply chain as it integrates all supply chain actions and specifies the particular steps regarding the flow of the customer orders through the supply chain, the surveyed researches did not focus on evaluating the order fulfillment performance.

3. The Proposed Framework For Order Fulfillment Performance Measurement

In this section, a framework for order fulfillment performance measurement is proposed. This framework is divided into two categories of measures:

The first Category (Internal Measures) is developed to evaluate the order fulfillment activities which represent an internal performance evaluation of a company.

The second Category (External Measures) is developed to evaluate the accuracy of delivered orders which considered an external performance evaluation to ensure customer satisfaction.

The measures are collected from several related references and assigned to each category. For each category of measures, the Objectives Matrix tool is used to combine these measures in one overall performance index. The first index indicates the overall performance of order fulfillment activities and the second index indicates the overall accuracy of the delivered orders.

The proposed framework for order fulfillment performance measurement is shown in “Figure 2”.

3.1. The first category (Internal measures)

This category is developed according to process-based approach. The process-based approach defines a process as a set of integrated activities aimed at performing specific functions. These activities may be decomposed into detailed sub activities and then performance measures assigned to these sub activities. Chan et al. (2003a) [13] states the main advantages of adopting a process-based performance measurement which are:

- Evaluating the performance of each activity.
- Providing the opportunity of recognizing the problems in operations and taking a corrective action before these problems escalate.
- Facilitating linking with the operational strategies, identifying success, and testing the effect of strategies.

![Fig. 2. The proposed measurement framework for order fulfillment process](image)
- Support in monitoring the progress.
- Assisting in directing the attention of the management to resource allocation.
- Enhancing communication of process objectives involved in the supply chain, thus increasing trust and common understanding.

According to (Amer et al., 2008) [24], the order fulfillment process consists of seven activities, which are order entry, order processing, manufacturing process, fill order, order delivery, customer receipt and post delivery activities.

A review is made on about twenty references concerning SC performance measurement. As non-financial measures are used when evaluating operational performance [8], the non-financial measures are reviewed and assigned to its related order fulfillment activities. Order fulfillment activities with a detailed description of their corresponding measures are shown in “Table 1”.

Table 1. Detailed description for metrics of Order Fulfillment Activities (Internal measures)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACTIVITY</th>
<th>NO.</th>
<th>METRIC (UNIT)</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Order entry</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Percentage of data accuracy (%) [25]</td>
<td>The percentage of orders entered into the order management system, which not contain errors (incorrect address, product information or invoice data).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Percentage of received orders do not contain all required information (%) [26]</td>
<td>These orders might be due to an issue with the sales process or with the customer. For instance, it might be incomplete because the sales people are providing customers with incomplete quotes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Order communication cycle time(unit time/order) [27]</td>
<td>The average amount of time needed to communicate an order internally, from the placement of the order by the customer to entry into the company order management system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Order processing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Order processing cycle time(unit time/order) [28]</td>
<td>The average amount of time needed to process a customer order, from entry into the company order management system to the start of the next step. Next step may be shipping to the customer or start production.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Percentage of out of stock items (%) [29]</td>
<td>This metric measures the percentage of raw material items that are out of stock at the time a customer places an order.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>On time delivery, supplier (%) [30]</td>
<td>This metric indicates the percentage of orders that are fulfilled by supplier on or before the requested date.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Supplier defect rate [31]</td>
<td>Supplier defect rate measures the percentage of materials received from suppliers that do not meet required quality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Order fill rate, supplier (%) [31]</td>
<td>This metric measures the percentage of orders/lines that are received complete from each supplier in the measurement period.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing process</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Average manufacturing cycle time(unit time/item) [32]</td>
<td>Measures the average time it takes to manufacture an item. Manufacturing cycle time includes all machines and processes through which a product must pass to become a finished product.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. Capacity utilization (%) [33]
It is the relationship between actual output that is actually produced with the installed equipment, and the potential output which could be produced with it.

3. Percent defective (%) [34]
The percent defective of any given quantity of units of the product is one hundred times the number of defective units of the product contained therein divided by the total number of units inspected.

Order filling
1. Percentage of late orders due to unavailability of stock (%) [35]
The metric measures the portion of total orders that are held and shipped late due to unavailability of stock.

2. Average warehouse capacity used (%) [30]
The metric measures the percentage of final product warehouse capacity used over a specific amount of time.

3. Order picking & packing accuracy (%) [35]
The metric measures the accuracy of order picking and packing process. Errors may be caught prior to shipment.

Order delivery
1. On time arrival (%) [35]
This is a measure of a percentage of late orders due to transportation errors

2. Shipped damage free (%) [6]
The metric measures the percentage of customer orders shipped in good and usable condition.

Customer receipt
1. Percentage of error free receipts (%) [36]
This is a measure of a percentage of error-free customer receipts. Errors may be incorrect installation, faultless invoices, payment problems, etc.

Post delivery activities
1. Percentage of customer returns fulfilled at the agreed time (%) [36]
This is a measure of a percentage of returns quickly processed and fulfilled within the promised time.

2. Percentage of resolved complaints (%) [37]
This is a measure of a percentage of customer complaints handled and resolved.

3.2. The second category (External measures)

This category is developed according to output measures group which defined by Beamon and Benita (1999) [7]. Output measures aim to evaluate the level of customer satisfaction on the supply chain. The goal of this category is to measure the accuracy of the delivered orders as a main factor of customer satisfaction. The assigned measures to this category are listed and described in detail as shown in “Table 2”.

3.3. Determining the weights of measures

As the needs of organizations can vary, it is important to consider that certain metrics have different importance to organizations. It is then significant to give these metrics an adaptable weight that would be likely to fit specific objectives. This step can be performed by a survey. The role of the participants is to express the degree of importance on a scale of 1 to 7 (1=not important to 7=very important)

3.4. Determining the best, worst, average and current performance of each measure

A supply chain department of the company has to indicate four values for each measure:
1) The best level, which is the performance targeted during the near future.
2) The worst level, which is the minimum accepted level of performance they would reach.
3) The average level, which is the average performance during the last specified period of time.
4) The current level, which is the level achieved presently.
Table 2. Detailed description for metrics of accuracy of delivered orders (External measures)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO.</th>
<th>METRIC (UNIT)</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>On-time delivery [38]</td>
<td>The metric measures the percentage of orders that arrive at their final destination at the agreed upon time, or percentage of orders fulfilled on the customer's requested date.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Order fill rate, customer [25]</td>
<td>The number of orders that are filled completely relative to the total orders filled.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Percentage of returns [39]</td>
<td>For a certain period, how many units are returned due to quality problems out of total units delivered to customers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Correct documentation [6]</td>
<td>The metric measures the percent of total orders for which the customers received an accurate invoice and other required documents as ASNs (Advance Shipping Notes), invoices, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5. Objectives matrix [40]

For the two previous categories of measures, the Objectives Matrix tool can be used to combine these measures in one overall performance index.

3.5.1. Objectives matrix construction

The objectives matrix has three main parts as shown in “Figure 6” which described as follow:
*The upper part* is divided into some columns; each one is dedicated to one of the performance measures. *The middle part* is divided into eleven rows, which indicate the levels of each measure. *The bottom part* is divided into four rows; the first one for the current value of each measure, the second for the nearest equivalent level for the current value, the third for the relative weight of each measure and the last row for the measure's score.

3.5.2. Objectives Matrix Application

The objectives matrix is filled as follows:
1) The average level of each measure through a specified period of time is put in the third level of the objectives matrix middle part. The third level is chosen to give more chances for improvements.
2) The best level of each measure is put in tenth level of the objectives matrix middle part then boxes filled from the third level to tenth level with equal intervals.
3) The worst level of each measure is put in zero level of the objectives matrix middle part then boxes filled from the third level to zero level with equal intervals.
4) The current performance that the company reaches for each measure is put in the first row of the bottom part and the nearest equivalent level to the current performance is put in the second row of the bottom part.
5) The relative weight of each measure is put in the third row of the bottom part.

![Fig. 6. Objectives matrix construction [40]](image-url)
6) The score is calculated for each measure by multiplying the equivalent level of the measure by the weight of that measure.

7) Finally, the performance index is calculated by adding the scores of all measures. Then divide the performance index by the best performance index to get the relative performance index.

4. Case Study

For applying the proposed performance measurement framework, a leading sports apparel company is selected with assumed name X. X company is a subsidiary of a worldwide Turkish company. This Turkish company has a strategic partnership with NIKE, which is an international leading apparel brand.

X Company is located in 10th of Ramadan, Egypt and specialized in producing and exporting sport T-shirts with different styles and sizes.

NIKE is regarded the customer in this case and the textile supplier is the Turkish company. The product under study in this case is a printed sport T-shirt.

The X Company’s supply chain department is asked to indicate four values for each measure which are: best level, worst level, average level (six month measurement period) and current level (three month measurement period).

It is found that four measures of the first category and one measure of the second category are inapplicable in X Company:
1) Percentage of out of Stock Items is inapplicable as the policy pursued by NIKE international company is sending the order to the Turkish company early enough and Turkish company has to send the required textile to X Company in advance one week.
2) On Time Delivery, Supplier is inapplicable as the same reason of the previous measure.
3) Percentage of Late Orders Due to Unavailability of Stock is inapplicable as X Company applies MTO (Make to Order) strategy.
4) Percentage of Customer Returns Fulfilled at the Agreed Time is inapplicable as there are no defective products returned to X Company because the produced T-shirts are fully inspected and the inspector is certified by NIKE.
5) Percentage of returns is inapplicable as the same reason of the previous measure.

The corresponding weight for each measure is determined through a survey that conducted by distributing a designed questionnaire on a thirty textile company which located in 10th of Ramadan city in Egypt. This sample size was considered enough to achieve the goal of the research by getting a casual trend of the measures weights. Filling the questionnaire was done through direct discussion (interviews) with the supply chain manager of each company.

The degree of each measure is computed by averaging the viewpoints. These degrees of importance are transformed into relative weights by dividing each degree by the summation of all measures degrees in each category. The summation of the degrees of each category is calculated after exclusion of inapplicable measures.

The first objectives matrix that constructed for the first category is shown in “Table 3”. The second one that constructed for the second category is shown in “Table 4”.

5. Results

From the first objectives matrix:
Internal Performance Index = $\sum \text{Score} = \sum (\text{Equivalent Score} \times \text{Weight}) = 639$

For The Best Performance, Performance Index (Best Performance Index) = 1000

Relative Internal Performance Index = $\left(\frac{\sum \text{Score}}{\text{Best Performance Index}}\right) = 0.6493 \rightarrow 63.9\%$

From the second objectives matrix:
External Performance Index = $\sum \text{Score} = \sum (\text{Equivalent score} \times \text{weight}) = 592$

Relative External Performance Index = $0.6276 \rightarrow 59.2\%$

The Relative Internal Performance Index indicates the overall performance of order fulfillment activities and the Relative External Performance Index indicates the overall accuracy of the delivered orders, which represents the main purpose of order fulfillment process. These indices can represent a current level of performance that needs to be improved.

6. Conclusions

From the objectives matrices, it is found that the values of the Relative Internal Performance Index and Relative External Performance Index are relatively low compared to the best performance. So, these indices can represent a current level of performance...
that needs to be improved. Then the measures that get low equivalent scores and also highly weighted should be analyzed and the causes of problems have to be solved or eliminated. In this case, the measures that need to be improved in the first category are Average manufacturing cycle time, Percent defective, Capacity utilization and Supplier defect rate. Also, in the second category there are two measures need to be improved which are on time delivery and order fill rate, customer. After improving the previous measures, the future performance indices could be measured again and the improvement in activities and accuracy of the delivered orders can be evaluated.

From the performed questionnaire it is concluded that many measures of the proposed framework are not significant in textile industry in Egypt, which get low weights such as Order Communication Cycle Time, Percentage of Error Free Receipts, Percentage of Received Orders Do Not Contain All Required Information, Shipped Damage Free, Order Picking & Packing Accuracy and Correct Documentation.

The proposed framework is regarded a good way of measuring order fulfillment process performance in supply chain as it concentrates on the performance of all activities done during fulfilling customer orders through supply chain and also concentrates on the accuracy of the delivered orders as the major supply chain purpose.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MEASURES</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Order Communication Cycle Time (day)</th>
<th>Order Process Cycle Time (day)</th>
<th>Turkish Communication Defect Rate (%)</th>
<th>Order Fill Rate (Turkish Company) (%)</th>
<th>Average Manufacturing Cycle Time (sec)</th>
<th>Capa City Utilization (%)</th>
<th>Percent Defective (%)</th>
<th>Average Warehouse Capacity Used (%)</th>
<th>Order Picking &amp; Packing Accuracy (%)</th>
<th>On-Time Arrival (%)</th>
<th>Shipped Damage Free (%)</th>
<th>% Age of Error Receipt (%)</th>
<th>% Age of Resolved Complaints (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Best Performance</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>99.29</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>5.62</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>4.035</td>
<td>70.43</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>78.57</td>
<td>99.71</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>99.93</td>
<td>99.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>98.57</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>6.24</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>68.86</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>77.14</td>
<td>99.43</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>99.86</td>
<td>99.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>97.86</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>6.86</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>4.105</td>
<td>67.29</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>75.71</td>
<td>99.14</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>99.79</td>
<td>98.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>97.14</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>7.47</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>4.140</td>
<td>65.71</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>74.29</td>
<td>98.86</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>99.71</td>
<td>98.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>96.43</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>8.09</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>4.175</td>
<td>64.14</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>72.86</td>
<td>98.57</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>99.64</td>
<td>97.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>95.71</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>8.71</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>4.21</td>
<td>62.57</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>71.43</td>
<td>98.29</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>99.57</td>
<td>97.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Performance</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>9.33</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>4.245</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>91.67</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>10.01</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>5.03</td>
<td>66.67</td>
<td>97.67</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>99.33</td>
<td>94.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>88.33</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>4.415</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>5.51</td>
<td>63.33</td>
<td>97.33</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>99.17</td>
<td>92.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worst Performance</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4.43</td>
<td>11.38</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Objectives matrix of internal measures
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Table 4. Objectives matrix of external measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measures</th>
<th>On-time delivery</th>
<th>Order fill rate, customer</th>
<th>Correct documentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BEST Performance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>98.55</td>
<td>98.29</td>
<td>99.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>97.11</td>
<td>96.57</td>
<td>99.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>95.66</td>
<td>94.86</td>
<td>99.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>94.21</td>
<td>93.14</td>
<td>99.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>92.76</td>
<td>91.43</td>
<td>99.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>91.32</td>
<td>89.71</td>
<td>99.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. Performance</td>
<td>89.87</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>86.58</td>
<td>83.67</td>
<td>97.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>83.29</td>
<td>79.33</td>
<td>96.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worst Performance</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent level</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>38.31</td>
<td>35.63</td>
<td>26.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score</td>
<td>153.3</td>
<td>178.2</td>
<td>260.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


